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Performance-Driven Architectural Synthesis for Distributed
Register-File Microarchitecture with Inter-Island Delay
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SUMMARY In deep-submicron era, wire delay is becoming a bottle-
neck while pursuing higher system clock speed. Several distributed regis-
ter (DR) architectures are proposed to cope with this problem by keeping
most wires local. In this article, we propose the distributed register-file mi-
croarchitecture with inter-island delay (DRFM-IID). Though DRFM-IID is
also one of the DR-based architectures, it is considered more practical than
the previously proposed DRFM, in terms of delay model. With such delay
consideration, the synthesis task is inherently more complicated than the
one without inter-island delay concern since uncertain interconnect latency
is very likely to seriously impact on the whole system performance. There-
fore we also develop a performance-driven architectural synthesis frame-
work targeting DRFM-IID. Several factors for evaluating the quality of re-
sults, such as number of inter-island transfers, timing-criticality of trans-
fer, and resource utilization balancing, are adopted as the guidance while
performing architectural synthesis for better optimization outcomes. The
experimental results show that the latency and the number of inter-cluster
transfers can be reduced by 26.9% and 37.5% on average; and the latter
is commonly regarded as an indicator for power consumption of on-chip
communication.
key words: Behavioral synthesis, distributed register-file, performance op-
timization, low-power, resource binding, scheduling

1. Introduction

As technology advances into the deep-submicron (DSM)
era, interconnects are becoming one of the most crucial is-
sues for electronic circuit and system designs. System per-
formance, power, and area are all greatly affected by inter-
connects, especially for global ones [1]–[3]. It is reported
that interconnects are responsible for over 50% of the over-
all dynamic power for a microprocessor in 130 nm tech-
nology [4]. Previous studies also show that interconnects
are overwhelmingly dominating the total area and power in
FPGA applications [5]–[7].

There have been several approaches proposed in the
past to deal with the timing-critical issue arisen from long
interconnects. Globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous
(GALS) design styles adopt handshaking protocols for com-
munication over long interconnects [8], [9]. In a syn-
chronous latency-insensitive system (LIS), special pipelin-
ing elements, named relay stations, are inserted to break a
long interconnect into shorter wire segments for sustaining
higher operating clock frequency [10]–[13]. Furthermore,
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Fig. 1 (a) The DRFM architecture, and (b) the island architecture in
DRFM.

several types of distributed register (DR) architectures, in
which the whole system is divided into several logic clus-
ters, are also broadly studied [14]–[27]. In general, all
DR-based architectures try to keep most interconnects lo-
cal within a cluster and thus minimize the number of long
inter-cluster interconnects for better area and performance
outcome.

The distributed register-file microarchitecture (DRFM)
is one of the DR-based architectures and is recently pro-
posed in [14], [15]. As shown in Fig. 1, a DRFM is com-
posed of multiple islands and each of them has its own
register-file, functional units (FUs), and data-routing logic.
DRFM is particularly adequate for platforms with a rich set
of distributed memory blocks, e.g., modern FPGAs. While
utilizing DRFM, one should be aware that the way of how
to map operations of a target system into islands can have a
significant impact on the final outcome in terms of area and
performance.

In DRFM, the notion of inter-island connections (IICs)
is presented to better estimate the actual cost of physical
global interconnects. Hence, the number of IICs is usually
considered as a metric for quality of result (QoR) at early
design phases [14], [15]. Meanwhile, unlike IICs, inter-
island transfers (IITs) are the actual data transfers taking
place. Multiple IITs can share one IIC as long as they have
the same source-destination island pair as well as different
arrival times. The number of IITs is commonly used for
on-chip communication power estimation. However, during
synthesis, it is not always possible to reduce both IICs and
IITs at the same time; that is, there is a tradeoff between area
(IIC) and power (IIT) minimization.

Inter-island delay is ignored in the original DRFM;
hence its delay model appears over-simplified. To be a
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Fig. 2 (a) The DRFM-IID architecture, and (b) the island architecture in
DRFM-IID.

bit more practical, here we propose a new alternative —
distributed register-file microarchitecture with inter-island
delay (DRFM-IID). Shown in Fig. 2(a), as one of the DR-
based architecture family, DRFM-IID is also composed of
multiple islands and the structure of an island is depicted
in Fig. 2(b). Within an island, inputs of a local FU solely
come from its local register-file (RF), whereas data from
other islands (i.e., inter-island transfers) should be parked
in its local RF first and become available only from the next
control step (cstep). That is, an IIT takes one whole cstep
for data delivery. This new interconnect delay model makes
the synthesis task more complicated than the one targeting
the original DRFM without inter-island delay concern since
uncertain interconnect latency is very likely to seriously im-
pact on the whole system performance. Therefore, we also
develop a performance-driven architectural synthesis frame-
work targeting DRFM-IID. Unlike previous synthesis works
targeting DRFM, which focus on minimizing the number of
IICs (area) [14]–[17], the proposed approach is to optimize
the performance (latency in cycle count). There are two ma-
jor steps in the proposed algorithm: island assignment and
iterative latency minimization. At first, island assignment
is responsible for properly binding operations into islands.
Then, iterative latency minimization is employed to vali-
date and further improve outcomes. The experimental re-
sults show that the proposed approach can produce synthesis
results with higher performance and lower power consump-
tion than the existing art.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The re-
lated works and the proposed microarchitecture DRFM-IID
are described in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents our key observa-
tions and motivations while Sect. 4 details the proposed syn-
thesis algorithm. The experimental results and analyses are
then given in Sect. 5, followed by the conclusions in Sect. 6.

2. Distributed Register-File Microarchitecture with
Inter-Island Delay (DRFM-IID)

2.1 Related Works of DR-Based Architectures

Synthesis flows targeting DR-based architectures can be
classified according to the interconnect delay model they
adopt. The synthesis work is relatively easier with zero
inter-cluster delay; nevertheless, this delay model appears

over-simplified [14]–[17]. On the other hand, the synthesis
flow considering inter-cluster delay takes a step toward re-
ality. Obviously, with such an interconnect delay model, the
synthesis task is inherently more complicated.

Regular distributed register (RDR), which is one of
the DR-based architectures, and its synthesis framework are
first proposed in [20]. Several enhanced synthesis frame-
works [21]–[24] are also revealed later. In addition, there are
two variants of the original RDR, RDR-Pipe [25] and RDR-
GRS [26], [27], which focus on minimizing required inter-
connect resources. However, all the previously proposed
synthesis frameworks targeting the RDR-based architecture
do not take embedded on-chip memory or register-file into
consideration.

2.2 DRFM-IID

As a member of the DR-based architecture family, DRFM-
IID is composed of several clusters (islands) and each island
has its own local RF, FUs and data-routing logic, as shown
in Fig. 2. The fundamental difference between DRFM and
DRFM-IID is the way they handle inter-island delay —
DRFM-IID isolates inter-island communication delay from
intra-island computation delay while DRFM does not. Be
more precise, inputs of an FU can come from other islands
in DRFM but always come from the local RF in DRFM-
IID. That is, an entire cycle is allocated for inter-island data
delivery in DRFM-IID, which makes timing convergence
much easier.

In DRFM-IID, to properly model inter-island delay, a
special type of node with a square shape, named a conveyer,
is added to every IIT destination in the bound DFG. For ex-
ample, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the same DFG mapped
onto DRFM and DRFM-IID, respectively. A closed shaded
region indicates that all nodes inside are bound to the same
island. For IIT4,2 (the IIT from node4 to node2) in Fig. 3(b),
the requested data item is first sent to island IA, then parked
in the local RF at cstep2. Recall that every IIT needs a com-
plete cycle for data delivery so that the data item cannot be
used in IA until cstep3. As a result, a conveyer node b is
added into IA at cstep2 to reflect this fact. Furthermore, the
DFG should also be rescheduled accordingly to strictly pre-
serve data dependency. As a consequence, the latency is
very likely to be stretched in DRFM-IID as demonstrated
in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Note that conveyers are conceptually
inserted into DFGs to preserve data dependency and not in-
serted as actual hardware elements into a DRFM-IID plat-
form. A conveyer in a bound DFG indicates that a forwarded
data item is received and stored in the local RF at that cstep,
which costs no extra hardware resources.

Be aware the difference between the number of inter-
island connections (IICs) and the number of inter-island
transfers (IITs) — the former is usually less than the latter
due to resource sharing. For example, in Fig. 3(a), those two
IITs merely need one IIC (i.e., from IB to IA). As previ-
ously mentioned, in DRFM, the number of IICs has been
proven to be an appropriate metric to evaluate the quality of
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Fig. 3 (a), (b) A bound DFG with #IITs = 2 and #IICs = 1 targeting
DRFM and DRFM-IID; and (c), (d) another bound DFG with #IITs = 1
and #IICs = 1 targeting DRFM and DRFM-IID.

result in terms of both cycle time and area at early design
phases [14], [15]. Hence, if minimizing global interconnect
resource is the primary goal, the main concern of synthesis
flows targeting DRFM is to reduce the number of IICs in-
stead of IITs. The previous works [14]–[17] have already
done a fairly good job in terms of IIC reduction. However,
things change a lot in DRFM-IID since latency may increase
terribly while taking inter-cluster delay into account. That
is, the number of IICs is no longer the only evaluation met-
ric of QoR in DRFM-IID synthesis. Hence, in this work, we
develop a performance-driven architectural synthesis frame-
work targeting DRFM-IID.

3. Motivations

It is observed that the number of IITs also affects system
latency in DRFM-IID. Figure 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the
scheduling results of a bound DFG in DRFM and DRFM-
IID, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show the
results of another bound DFG. Note that these two binding
solutions have the same latency and IIC count but differ-
ent IIT counts in DRFM. Those black nodes inside DFGs
in Fig. 3 are named bubbles and are used to indicate unused
(idle) time slots. Since each IIT needs a conveyer in its des-
tination island, a bound DFG with more IITs tends to have
longer latency in DRFM-IID. For instance, with additional
inter-cluster delay, the binding solution in Fig. 3(b) is ob-
viously better than that in Fig. 3(d). Consequently, besides
the number of IICs (wiring resource), the number of IITs
(system latency) is definitely another key metric for QoR
evaluation in DRFM-IID synthesis.

In the previous example, it shows that a bound DFG
with more IITs tends to have longer latency. However, to

Fig. 4 (a), (b) A bound DFG w/ IITs lying on the critical path targeting
DRFM and DRFM-IID; and (c), (d) another bound DFG w/o IITs lying on
critical paths targeting DRFM and DRFM-IID.

be more specific, not every IIT can effectively affect system
latency in DRFM-IID. In fact, only those lying on critical
paths can. Figure 4 illustrates another example. DFGs in
Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) have identical latency. It is because
both IIT1,2 and IIT3,6 do not lie on any critical paths and
thus latency is not increased even after conveyer insertion in
DRFM-IID. Instead, the DFG in Fig. 4(b) has longer latency
than that in Fig. 4(a). The reason is that both IIT1,4 and IIT4,7

lie on the critical path and thus the overall latency is length-
ened due to mandatory conveyer insertion in DRFM-IID.
Therefore, in addition to the number of IITs, a performance-
driven synthesizer for DRFM-IID should also take timing-
criticality of IIT into account for better outcomes.

Meanwhile, the utilization of an island I, U(I), is de-
fined as (1):

U(I) =
# nodes in this island + # conveyers in this island

# total csteps
(1)

Low island utilization implies there are many bubbles (un-
used time slots) in that island. In a scheduled and bound
DFG, if the utilization distributes unevenly among islands,
the overall system latency is very likely to be dominated by
those crowded islands. For example, when a highly-utilized
island, like IA in Fig. 5(a), comes along with many incom-
ing IITs from other islands, the overall latency is likely to
be stretched after conveyer insertion, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Note that the number of in-edges of an island I represents
the number of IITs ending at I. For instance, the number
of in-edges of IA in Fig. 5(a) is two (i.e., IIT5,2 and IIT9,3).
On the contrary, the DFG in Fig. 5(c) has the same IIT count
as the one in Fig. 5(a), but has no IIT ending at the highly-
utilized island IC . After considering inter-cluster delay, the
resultant DFG in Fig. 5(d) has shorter latency than the one in
Fig. 5(b). As a result, it is usually not a good idea to have too
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Fig. 5 (a), (b) The DFG targeting DRFM and DRFM-IID with unbal-
anced island utilization; and (c), (d) the DFG targeting DRFM and DRFM-
IID with relatively balanced island utilization.

many in-edges incident to a highly-utilized island. That is,
keeping island utilization distribution more even as well as
reducing the number of in-edges for heavily-utilized islands
can potentially lead to better system performance.

In summary, due to additional consideration of inter-
cluster delay, architectural synthesis targeting DRFM-IID
becomes even more complicated. Instead of IIC count, a
performance-driven and power-aware synthesis framework
should also take IIT count, which is also an indicator for
on-chip communication power consumption [4], timing-
criticality of IIT, and island utilization into account for better
outcomes.

4. Proposed Synthesis Algorithm for DRFM-IID

As in [14], [15], it is commonly assumed that every opera-
tion can be carried out at arbitrary island. Then the problem
formulation of this work can be described as: Given a DFG
and a resource constraint (the number of available islands),
obtain a scheduled and bound DFG with minimized latency
targeting DRFM-IID.

The overall flow of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 6. Given a DFG, list-scheduling is first employed to
obtain an initial scheduling result. Then island assignment
and iterative latency minimization are applied consecutively
to get a final solution. Island assignment is performed to

Fig. 6 The overall flow of the proposed algorithm.

bind operations into islands considering both the number of
IITs and the timing-criticality of IIT. Then, iterative latency
minimization tries to iteratively reduce the number of IITs,
balance island utilization, and perform necessary conveyer
insertion to preserve data dependency. There are two essen-
tial steps in iterative latency minimization: IIT refinement
and conveyer insertion. At the k-th iteration, the former is
responsible for not only IIT reduction but also island uti-
lization balancing, while the latter is used to keep data de-
pendency intact. At the end of the iteration, the partially
scheduled and bound DFG (from the first to the k-th control
step) are fixed, and the procedure then moves to the next it-
eration. More details are revealed in the remainder of this
section.

4.1 Island Assignment

Island assignment is conducted to bind operations into is-
lands. As previously mentioned, IIT count and timing-
criticality of IIT should be the major concerns. Hence an
edge-weighted compatibility graph H(V , F) is built from the
scheduled DFG G(V , E) after list scheduling. The vertex set
of H is the same as the one in G, whereas the edge set F is
a superset of E. There are two types of edges in F: those
that belong to E and those that do not. An edge belonging
to F but not to E connects a pair of vertices that have no
data dependency but are timing-compatible and thus can be
assigned to the same island. Weights on those two types of
edges are defined in (2), where the term cri(ei, j) suggesting
the timing-criticality of the corresponding transfer is given
in (3).

W(ei, j) =

{
0, ei, j � E

1 + cri(ei, j), ei, j ∈ E
(2)

cri(ei, j) =
1

cstep(v j) − cstep(vi)
(3)

After properly setting edge weights, the island assign-
ment problem can be formulated as finding a set of flows
with maximum sum of weights in the compatibility graph,
i.e., the min-cost flow problem. This problem can then be
optimally solved by a polynomial-time algorithm described
in [28]. The proposed method tries to prevent timing-critical
transfers from crossing islands as well as minimizes the IIT
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count at the same time.

4.2 Iterative Latency Minimization — IIT Refinement

IIT refinement considers not only the number of IITs but
also the balance of island utilization. Before going into de-
tails, a maximum utilization island set (MUIS) is defined
first. An MUIS is a set of islands with maximum utiliza-
tion. For example, as in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(c), MUIS is {IA,
IC} and {IC}, respectively.

The IIT refinement process is based on the KL algo-
rithm [29], which is broadly used in partitioning-related
problems. During the process, operation nodes and bubbles
are swapped for IIT minimization. A swap can be made
between two nodes or between a node and a bubble. More
precisely, a swap attempt can only be made between two fea-
sible candidates over all islands. A node is considered feasi-
ble only on following conditions: i) it must be unlocked, ii)
none of its immediate predecessors comes from a conveyer,
and iii) it must be in the current cstep. Meanwhile, a bubble
is considered feasible only if it is in the current cstep. The
gain of a swap pair (u, v) is denoted as gu,v and given in (4),
where T represents the number of IITs that can be reduced
and D, defined in (5), indicates the difference of the average
number of in-edges incident to islands in MUIS before and
after the swap. Meanwhile, α in (4) is a user-configurable
parameter and is set to 10 in all of our experiments shown
later.

gu,v = D + α · T (4)

D=

∑
Ii∈MUIS old

#in−edgesold(Ii)

|MUIS old | −
∑

Ii∈MUIS new

#in−edgesnew(Ii)

|MUIS new| (5)

All feasible swap pairs over all islands are collected into a
feasible swap pair set (FSPS). After performing a swap at-
tempt, FSPS, MUIS, and gains of all swap pairs are updated
accordingly. This swapping process is not terminated until
FSPS is finally empty. Similar to the KL algorithm, only
the first consecutive swaps with maximally positive accu-
mulated gain sum are actually performed. The key steps of
IIT refinement are summarized as follows:

i) Set all operation nodes unlocked.
ii) Find a swap pair with the largest gain from FSPS.
iii) Swap the pair then lock the operation node.
iv) Update FSPS and recalculate the gains of pairs in FSPS.
v) Repeat ii) to iv) until FSPS is empty.
vi) Keep the first k swaps and undo the rest if the accumu-

lated gain sum of the first k swaps is the largest and pos-
itive; go to i).

vii)Otherwise, terminate IIT refinement.

All in all, the goal of IIT refinement is to minimize IIT
count, to balance island utilization, and to reduce in-edges
of highly-utilized islands at the same time.

4.3 Iterative Latency Minimization — Conveyer Insertion

After IIT refinement, conveyers may be inserted to preserve

Fig. 7 The scheduled and bound DFG (a) before and (b) after conveyer
insertion.

data dependency. Figure 7 shows the case when the pro-
cedure arrives at cstep4. Note that an IIT does not need a
conveyer in its destination island if the data item it carries is
already available there. For example, as shown in Fig. 7, it
is unnecessary to add a conveyer for IIT3,2 since IIT3,1 has
already carried the same data item to IA at cstep2. Further-
more, an inserted conveyer does not always increase system
latency because it tries to take over a bubble if there is any
in the same island, as IIT4,10 in Fig. 7. At the end of an it-
eration, all necessary conveyers are properly inserted before
the currently working control step (i.e., cstep4 in this case),
and all data dependency remains intact. The procedure then
moves to the next iteration.

5. Experimental Results

5.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in C++/
Linux environment and all experiments are conducted on
a workstation with an Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz CPU and 4 GB
RAM. For fair and comprehensive comparisons, two differ-
ent synthesis flows are developed, as shown in Fig. 8. Given
an input DFG and a resource constraint (i.e., the number of
available islands), list scheduling is first performed to pro-
duce an initial scheduling result for both flows. Then, Flow1
implements the approach proposed in [14], [15]. Since that
approach does not consider inter-island transfer delay, con-
veyer insertion is thus mandatory as a post-processing step
to ensure correct data dependency in DRFM-IID. Flow2 pre-
cisely carries out the algorithm proposed in this article. The
test cases are selected from several benchmark sets, which
are frequently used in the high-level synthesis field [30]–
[32]. The basic information of these test cases (DFGs) is re-
ported in Table 1. The first three columns give names, num-
bers of nodes, and numbers of edges, respectively. The last
column shows the latency (without inter-island delay con-
sideration) obtained through ASAP scheduling, which indi-
cates the lowest possible latency a synthesis framework can
achieve.
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Fig. 8 The Experimental flows for comparisons.

Table 1 The basic information of the test cases.

Table 2 The experimental results — unlimited #islands (Configuration 1).

Table 3 The experimental results — constrained #islands (Configuration 2).

Two configurations are elaborated in our experi-
ments — synthesis is performed without and with a resource
constraint, respectively. In Configuration 1, the number of
available islands is set as the minimum number that still
guarantees the synthesis outcome with the minimum latency
obtained from ASAP scheduling; i.e., there is in fact no re-
source constraint at all. Nevertheless, the assumption about
unlimited available hardware resource is obviously imprac-
tical in the real world. Hence, in Configuration 2, for every
test case the number of available islands is reduced by half;
that is:

# islands in Config. 2 =

⌈
# islands in Config. 1

2

⌉
(6)

5.2 Experimental Results and Discussions

The experimental results are given in Table 2 and Ta-
ble 3 for Configuration 1 and Configuration 2, respectively.
The latency values given in both tables apparently indicate
that inter-island delay does greatly lengthen system latency.
Table 2/3 reports that Flow1 requires 102.6%/97.2% and
Flow2 requires 66.1%/43.3% more control steps on average,
respectively. Therefore, it can be summarized that inter-
island delay has a significant impact on system latency and
must be handled with extreme care for every performance-
driven architectural synthesis flow targeting DRFM-IID.

It is also concluded that the proposed framework
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achieves an average reduction of 26.91% (17.62%) and
37.54% (28.27%) in latency and IIT count respectively as
compared to the prior art [14], [15] with (without) a resource
constraint. The experimental results clearly indicate that
there is a strong link between the number of IITs and re-
sultant system latency. Furthermore, besides shorter latency,
fewer IITs in use can also imply less power consumption for
on-chip communication [4], which is regarded as a desirable
side effect.

Since the proposed method focuses on latency mini-
mization, reduction of physical inter-island connects (IICs)
is indeed not its primary goal. As a result, Flow1 does per-
form better than Flow2 in terms of IIC count because that is
what Flow1 is exactly designed for. As a matter of fact, once
we have attempted to incorporate the number of IICs into
part of gain calculation as a secondary goal in the proposed
iterative optimization process. Nevertheless, the actual IIC
reduction is limited and thus not emphasized in this article.
We believe what really happens here should be regarded as
a typical area-delay (IIC-latency) tradeoff that can be found
in virtually all synthesis problems.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we first propose a new distributed register-
file based microarchitecture named DRFM-IID, which takes
inter-island transfer delay into account. The correspond-
ing synthesis task is inherently more complicated than those
without inter-island delay consideration. Therefore, we
develop a new performance-driven architectural synthesis
framework. There are two major procedures in the pro-
posed algorithm. First, island assignment performs opera-
tion binding while considering both IIT count and timing-
criticality of data transfer. The problem is formulated as
a min-cost network flow one and optimally solved accord-
ingly. Then, iterative latency minimization composed of IIT
refinement and conveyer insertion is conducted to validate
and further improve a solution. IIT refinement is to mini-
mize IIT count, to balance island utilization, and to reduce
in-edges of highly-utilized islands, while conveyer insertion
tries to keep data dependency intact without further increas-
ing latency. The experimental results show that a reduc-
tion of 26.91% and 37.54% is achieved in latency and IIT
count as compared to the prior art, where the latter is also an
indicator for on-chip communication power consumption.
Therefore, we believe the proposed method is a better syn-
thesis solution for high-performance and low-power appli-
cations targeting DRFM-IID.
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